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Expertise: Collaboration and Unified Communications
Anywhere, anytime and on any platform
Collaboration technologies, such as video conferencing and desktop sharing,
improve team communication and enable mobility. By investing in these
solutions, you can resume operations from remote locations on a variety of
devices, enable faster customer support, and increase employee and teambased productivity. With the help of our expert team, organizations can develop
a feasible roadmap for deployment, find appropriate solutions to align with their
business strategy and increase their ROI.

Healthcare expertise
If you require healthcare-specific services, we have dedicated staff who
specialize in analyzing unique healthcare application and IT environments. Our
team also has a wealth of experience integrating collaboration technologies
into clinical and technical workflows, and we can help improve clinical efficiency
through solutions such as improved nurse call systems, telemedicine and
updated emergency response systems.

IT environment assessments for collaboration technologies
To maximize your ROI, our proven assessment methodology focuses on
identifying risks and providing actionable recommendations that bring value
and support overall business objectives.
When organizations are considering collaboration technologies, we can help IT
leadership determine if their infrastructure is ready to accommodate certain
solutions, and we can pinpoint what available products best align with business
requirements and goals.

Transforming technology 2 work for your business

Key benefits
• Increased ROI from

collaboration investments
• Comprehensive IT

assessments to help build a
strategic roadmap
• Vendor management
• Thorough design work to

ensure long-term success
• Work flow integration and

other implementation and

Expertise: Collaboration and Unified Communications
Design a comprehensive collaboration architecture
Designing custom solutions and appropriately documenting design work are
crucial steps toward a successful implementation. If organizations invest in the
planning and design stage, implementation and post-sales support will be
exponentially easier.
To properly roll out new collaboration technologies, businesses depend on a
number of telecommunication components, such as dial plans, call flows,
interactive voice response and call routing auto attendants. Additionally, various
components, such as Power over Ethernet (IEEE 803.3af) and quality of
service, need to be leveraged to get the most out of new solutions.
With many factors to consider, organizations commonly discover unexpected
issues that need to be accounted for while designing solutions. Our
experienced engineers and project managers can guide you to make sure
these issues don’t result in incomplete projects or problems.
In addition to helping you develop a technical architecture, we can also help
you develop an appropriate implementation schedule and prepare your team to
be able to maintain systems during the platform’s lifecycle. By providing this
service, we ensure support teams aren’t overwhelmed by technology changes
that might have been introduced too rapidly or without proper foresight.

Implementing collaboration solutions
Whether you’re looking to implement VoIP or video conferencing tools on a
cloud or on premises, successfully rolling out these solutions and aligning them
with your organization’s strategy can require specialists and experienced
project managers.
We’re comprised of collaboration, network and other engineers along with
skilled project managers and executive leaders who’ve had considerable
success integrating this technology into commercial, government and
healthcare enterprises.
Using a project management methodology that incorporates PMI techniques for
upfront planning and agility for execution, we can provide a roadmap and adapt
if issues arise. Our team can also help integrate solutions into technical and
end-user workflows, and we can provide knowledge transfer that helps teams
leverage new capabilities post implementation.
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About T2 Tech Group

T2 Tech Group is a premier
provider of vendor agnostic
technology consulting. With the
ability to see projects from
assessment to post
implementation, we strengthen
client organizations by
leveraging an experienced
team, balancing business and
IT, providing unbiased
solutions, practicing
transparency and using a
proven methodology.
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